Fitting behaviors of Fourier transform and Zernike polynomials.
To evaluate the residual fit errors for wavefront measurements and corneal surfaces in virgin and post-surgery eyes using the Fourier transform and Zernike 6th- and 10th-order expansions. Using MatLab (The MathWorks, Inc.) and VOLCT program (Sarver and Associates, Inc.), wavefront gradient fields derived from the Hartmann-Shack lenslet array of the CustomVue System (Visx, Inc.) and the corneal surface obtained from the Humphrey Atlas topographer (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) were fitted with the Fourier transform and Zernike 6th- and 10th-order expansions. The wavefront gradient fields and corneal surfaces reconstructed by the 3 methods were compared with original ones, and the residual fit errors were analyzed (6.0 mm pupil). Ten eyes in each of the 4 groups (virgin eyes, post-laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) for myopia, post-LASIK for hyperopia, and post-radial keratotomy) were included. Wavefront gradient fields reconstructed with Fourier transform produced significantly smaller residual fit errors than Zernike 6th-order in all groups and Zernike 10th-order in all eyes except post-myopic-LASIK eyes. In all groups, wavefront gradient fields reconstructed with Zernike 10th order yielded significantly smaller residual errors than Zernike 6th order (all P<.05). Higher residual errors were produced by these 3 methods in more highly aberrated eyes. When corneal surfaces for all groups were reconstructed, the Fourier transform produced significantly lower residual fit errors than Zernike 6th order and 10th order and the Zernike 10th order yielded significantly lower residual errors than Zernike 6th order (all P<.05). As corneal higher-order aberrations increased, higher residual surface fit errors were produced by Zernike 6th-order and 10th-order expansions but not by Fourier transform. Fourier transform reconstructed ocular wavefront and corneal topographic maps more accurately than Zernike polynomials up to the 10th order. Clinical implications require further study.